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SUMMARY

In this paper we tried to estimate gene effects of three bulls that are mated 
with five populations of half-sisters by sire line for milk amount. We wanted 
to fortify whether the order of bull�s gene effects was unchangeable or it was 
modified. Totally we analyzed 2824 lactation. Investigation was made on two 
different generations of Holstein cows (mothers and daughters). Analysis 
of results for milk production of mothers showed that between different 
populations of mothers exist significant differences (P<0.05 and P<0.01). 
It was fortified that order of bulls wasn�t same i.e. that their breeding value 
(like sum of all present genes in one individual) was various on the different 
populations of cows. 
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INTRODUCTION
Genetics and selection represent synonyms for 
continuous improvement of different economically 
important traits of domestic animals. Development 
of animal breeding in the world characterizes great 
genetic improvement of all traits in domestic animals 
with application of population and quantitative 
analysis (Lynch and Walsh, 1998) and also major 
application of molecular genetic and genetic 
engineering. Importance of artificial selection is big 
because by frequency modification of present and 
new mutated genes were created different genotype 
of animals� whit high production traits, which are 
used by people in realization of theirs economic 
benefits. Average value and variability of population 
depend of gene frequency and genotype frequency 
thus variation of traits in population is result of 
genotype variation and genes frequency variation. 
According to Juriæ and Ðikiæ (2001) existence of same 
character in population is a question of presence or 
absence of some genes in that specific population. 
Variations of gene frequency in practical selection 
performance provide a selection result (R). Each 
chosen parent has influence on modification of 
population with own gene effects while breeding 
value is represented by sum of all present gene in 
some individual. (Van Vleck and al., 1987; Falconer 
and Mackay, 1996). By investigation of bull�s gene 
effects mated with different population of cows it 
will be given contribution to proficiency of estimated 
breeding values and also will be explored ratio 
between gene effects and gene interaction.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Investigation and estimation of bull�s gene effects for 
milk amount in standard lactation (305 days) was 
made on five (5) �populations� of cows which were 
half � sisters by sire line. Each population of half 
� sisters (mothers) was mated with three different 
sires. In this way we obtained three subpopulations 
of mothers and daughters in each population of 
half � sisters by sire line. After logical control data 
were accepted and total number of individuals 
involved in this investigation was 2824 (1412 by 
each generation).

In this investigation, generations were designated 
with G1 (mothers) and G2 (daughters). Population 
of mother was marked like M1, M2 and M3, versus 
daughters that we marked like D1, D2 and D3. Table 
1 represents the ways of mating from which we 
produce two generation of cows (mothers � M and 
daughters � D). 

In mentioned schemes of mating, generation G1 
(mothers) has 50 % genes from sire which made 
that population of half � sisters, while generation G2 
(daughters) has 25 % portion of mothers sire blood 
(i.e. grandfather of mother) and 50 % portion of bull�s 
gene which is mated with population of mother.  

Statistical data analyses were made by statistical 
procedures of SAS (SAS Institute, 1996) and 
SPSS (Nie and al., 1975) programs. Existence of 
statistical differences between means was made by 
GLM procedure (proc GLM). Pearson correlation 
coefficient was used for fortifying linearity of 
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Table 1. Scheme of bull�s mating in population of half � sisters 
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correlation between variables while regression 
analysis was used for fortifying relationships between 
each to each variable. Differences between means 
of each group were tasted by t � test. Systematic 
influences of environment on milk production were 
valuated by least squares method (GLM procedure). 
Fixed linear model used in this investigation includes 
three environmental factors:

 yijkl = µ + Fi + Gj + Sk + eijkl

where: yijkl = milk production
µ = mean value of model 
Fi = influence of i�th farm (i = 1�21 for 
daughters; i = 1�20 for mothers)
Yj  = influence of j-th year  (j = 1�15 for 
daughters; i = 1�20 for mothers)
Sk = influence of k�th season (k = 1 
(December, January, February), k = 2 
(March, April, May), k = 3 (Juny, July, 
August), k = 4 (September, October, 
November)
eijkl  = influence of random error

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Estimation of gene effects and bull�s breeding value 
can be made correctly and precisely by elimination 
of systematic influence of environment on progeny 
productivity. Data were analysed by linear model 
which included three environmental factors. Theirs 
influence on milk production was fortified by F test 
and results are written in table 2.

From table 2 we can see that all systematic factors 
in the model have highly significant influence on 
milk production (P<0.001). Justification of define 
influence of herd, year and season in the model were 
proven in earlier investigation by numerous authors 
(Jovanovac, 1987; Jovanovac, 1989; Albuquerque 
and al., 1999; Dedkova and Wolf, 2001; Pribyl and 
Prybilova, 2001.). These systematic influences of 
environment represent important cause of variability 
in milk production. Also we can see that chosen 
model by mothers were clarified 36,5 % variance 
for milk amount while by daughters it clarified 31,2 
% variance which is coincidental with results of the 
authors above.

Analysis of differences between groups (populations) 
of mothers that are half � sisters by sires line (table 

3) has demonstrated highly significant difference 
(P < 0,01) between all groups except second and 
fourth. Also between third and fifth population of 
mothers it has not been fortified significant difference 
in productivity. This matches with results of major 
part of authors by whom sires have influence on 
phenotypic milk parameters of their daughters 
(Lazareviæ, 1982; Lazareviæ and al., 1983; citation by 
Petroviæ, 1987; Ðikiæ, 1991; Stipiæ and Kap�, 1993; 
Ðikiæ and Juriæ, 1994.).

When we were comparing third and forth population 
of mothers (GIII : GIV) we fortified no homogeneity of 
variances by Levene test (t � value is indicated bold) 
which t � value was assigned by correction degree of 
freedom. Analysing differences between subgroups 
in all schemes of mating we fortified that between 
subgroups of mothers weren�t valid differences in 
milk yield. It can be seen form table 4.

At bold values (table 4) we fortified non homogeneity 
of variances by Levene test, whence t � value was 
assigned by correction degree of freedom. According 
to Juriæ (1986) in correlation and regression analysis 
we have taken deviations of mothers from average of 
mothers and deviations of daughters from average of 
daughters (table 5). Regression analysis on absolute 
value was made for the control of regression 
coefficients. 

Analyzing milk production of daughters whose 
fathers are bull 1 (HB - 074), bull 2 (HB � 075) and 
bull 3 (HB � 076) which were mated with different 
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are half � sisters by sire line
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population of mothers, we have obtained significant 
regression (b ≠ 0) for all couples of mother � daughter 
(table 5), except in III. scheme of matting, when we 
analysed bull number 3 (HB � 076) and also in IV. 
scheme (half � sisters by bull�s 4) when we observed 
bull number 1 (HB � 074). In these ways of matting, 
regression wasn�t significant (b = 0) although we 
can say that significant stream of regression was 
existed on 92nd % of level for bull number 1 in IV. 
scheme of matting. From table 5 it can be seen that 
all correlation coefficients were positive. 

Genotypic value is also conditional with gene 
interaction, because parents transmit on their 
offspring only genes but not genotypic value, thus 
in animal breeding the main question is how we 
can change population mean from generation to 
generation. According to Van Vleck and al. (1987), 
Falconer and Mackay (1996), and Juriæ and Ðikiæ 
(2001) one of the main measure of change is that 
change which accrues if for the matting we choose 
one gene namely when the parent population mated 
with homozygous genotype A1A1 or A2A2, respectively. 
We can assume that some bull fertilized cow�s 
population with only one of allelic gene A1, while 
another bull fertilized another cow�s population with 
allelic gene A2. The difference between population 
mean in which equilibrium exist and population 
which was created by picked gene is average gene 
effect (Van Vleck and al., 1987; Falconer and Mackay, 
1996), i.e. average gene effect it�s medial value in 
population with unrestricted fertilization.

Practically, theory about gene effect is base of breeding 
value like sum of gene effects, while additive variance 
is rate of breeding value (Car, 1984; Hohenboken, 
1985; Van Vleck and al., 1987; Falconer and Mackay, 
1996; Juriæ and Ðikiæ, 2001). Table 6 represents bull�s 
gene effects for milk amount in different population 
of cows and also bull�s order. In table 6 we can see 
that order of bulls on different cow�s populations 
wasn�t the same, namely that the bull�s gene effects 
were dissimilar on different population of cows, 
which bulls were matting.

Different results of production traits like milk 
amount, of bull�s daughters in various population 

Table 4. t � test for compared means of milk amount (kg) 
between subpopulations of mothers in all five schemes of 
mating
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schemes of matting
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of mothers is consequent of specific combinatory 
capacity i.e. some non additive effect of genotype 
like it was pointed out by Rönningen (1975), Falconer 
(1977), Robertson (1977), Shested (citation by Ðikiæ 
and Juriæ, 1994), Gimelfarb and Willis (1994), Misztal 
and al. (1996), Mbaga and Hill (1997), hence on the 
various population of cows exanimated bulls didn�t 
have the same order of gene effect and analogously 
of that these bulls didn�t have the same breeding 
value. According to Ðikiæ (1991) assigned differences 
can be imputed to object of knowledge that alone 
individuals in some population give subpopulations 
of offspring within exists various variability of 
production traits.

CONCLUSION 
The gene effects of bulls and their breeding value 
weren�t the same in different populations of 
cows, which are half � sisters by sire line. We can 
exemplify modification of gene effect by interaction, 
in explanation of non additive gene effects which gets 
more and more meaning today because by accepting 
of non additive variances we can precisely estimate 
genetic parameters for domestic animal production 
traits.
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